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Abstract
p pressure P pressure tensor

r s l y s ins wh mg- flow variables q, heat flux
For several years experimental investigations with mag- Q cross section r radial coordinate
netoplasmadynamic (MPD) thrusters have been con- R dissipative derivatives § dissipative derivatives
ducted at the Institute for Space Systems (IRS). In f thrust t time
order to assess the performance range and to achieve T temperature u velocity

a better understanding of these thrusters, numerical v velocity Vc volume
z axial coordinate zi charge number

MPD codes have been developed and applied. These a heat transfer coefficient 0 plasma parameter
calculations allow the determination of the current, t.on ionisation energy ( dissipative factor
electron temperature and flow distribution in these self- 7 curvilinear coordinate A thermal conductivity
field MPD thrusters. The extended Ohm's law is ap- A viscosity coefficient jo permeability in vacuum

Scurvilinear coordinate G mass density
plied to calculate the current contour lines, the electron a electric conductivity r electron collision time
energy equation is taken to calculate the electron tem- I stream function w electron gyrofrequency
perature distribution and a two-dimensional flow code
is used to obtain the velocity, pressure and heavy par-
ticles temperature distributions. By this computation Subscripts
method the thermal nonequilibrium in the plasma flow
can be determined. The gas dynamic equations are e electron h heavy particles
solved by a finite volume code. The electromagnetic i ions r radial
discharge equation and the electron energy equation are rct reaction s specific
solved for the steady phase by a modified Gauss-Seidel z axial v paricles
algorithm. All equations used for the iteratively solved 0 azimuthal
high enhalpy flow are coupled completely by the corre-
lated source terms. For a better conformity with the
physical phenomena of the plasma flow in the region
of high specific impulses, higher ionization modes and 1 Introduction
real gas effects of argon are taken into account. The cal-
culations with the high enthalpy flow solver HEFLOSs wh te hh e y fw s r EFL For planetary space missions, like the human mission to
are done for a cylindrical, self-field MPD configuration, Mars, specific impulses of 2000 sand high thrust levels

. . ' Mars, specific impulses of 2000 s and high thrust levels
because for this device the highest specific impulses are of some 10 N will be required for the thruster system

of some 10 N will be required for the thruster system .
expected. MPD thrusters are considered for such missions due to

their high thrust level and simplicity. But much effort
Nomenclature is still required to increase the specific enthalpy and

thrust efficiency.
A magnetic induction e electronic charge

es specific energy £ electric field strength Experimental investigations on magnetoplasmady-
F spatial derivatives 8 spatial derivatives namic (MPD) thrusters are conducted at the Institute
h Planck's constant 1 source vector for Space Systems (IRS). In order to achieve a better
I electric current 3 current density understanding of the investigated thrusters, numerical
J Jacobian k Boltzmann constant
m mass rh mass flow rate procedures to calculate these MPD accelerators have
mev reduced mass mi, reduced mass been applied. Fig. 1 shows a simplified scheme of the
n particle density in normal vector interacting forces in an MPD accelerator.
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mental results. Therefore, higher ionization modes and

Anode real gas effects were included in the calculation model to
Ano e improve the numerical results at high specific impulses.

By means of the Saha equations for the different ioni-
zation levels, the conservation of mass and the neu-

S\trality of electric charge, the ionization rates up to the
sixth ionization level have been iterated. Considering
the higher ionization modes in the electric conductivity,
the differential discharge equation up to the sixth ion-
ization level can be calculated. It turns out that these

jxB effects influence the electromagnetical source terms of
the plasma flow in the MPD thruster. By the determi-

Ins ulator nation of the partition function for each plasma species,
the effective ratio of the specific heats is obtained 26 and

is introduced in the calculation of the heavy particles

energy equation. 27 With this real gas implementation
Navier-Stokes equations for the heavy particles flow are
calculated. The electron energy equation is solved to
determine the thermal non-equilibrium of the plasma

Fig. 1: Scheme of a self-field MPD accelerator. flow. All equations applied to the iteratively solved
high enthalpy flow are coupled by corresponding source
terms which correlate the different physical processes

Despite the simplicity in design and power condition- and their corresponding conservation equations to one
ing of the MPD thrusters, they are handicapped even another.
today by the shortcomings of low efficiency and only
moderate specific impulses. This is due to today's low In this paper this new two-dimensional axisymmetric

development status of these thrusters. For steady state program system HEFLOS is presented. The results

self-field MPD thrusters showing the longest life span, a were calculated for a cylindrical MPD thruster with

maximal specific impulse of about 1500 s is achieved, argon as propellant at high specific impulses.

For an improvement of the efficiency and specific im-
pulse of these MPD thrusters theoretical investigations
are exceedingly helpful in order to meet the require-
ments.

Actually, the physics of MPD thrusters is extremely 2 Computational Model
complex, and in order to solve at least parts of the
whole problem substantial simplifications had to be
done for all MPD code developments of these devices. The model for the numerical simulation of a self-field
The main effects, such as electrode instabilities, were MPD accelerator was developed at the IRS.8' 17, 23 This

studied experimentally and analytically, 2' 3 and phase model unites three different physical fields to one an-

instabilities observed at high specific impulses were in- other. The three parts of this model are the extended

vestigated by means of the dispersion relation. 4 , 5 Var- Ohm's law for plasma to calculate the discharge, the

ious attempts have been made and models have been electron energy equation to calculate the electron tem-

developed to investigate the flow and discharge field by perature and the Navier-Stokes equations to obtain the

taking one-dimensional, 6' 7 quasi-two-dimensiomal, 2' 8 properties of the flow field.

simplified two-dimensional codes 9, 16 and fully two-
In this two fluid non-equilibrium model the viscosity,dimensional codes taking into account the rotational

'7 20 t te I te f t-imei l electron and heavy particles conductivity are included.
symmetry., 'so At the IRS the fully two-dimensional . .
codes were extended for curvilinear coordinates and The basic assumptions for this model is the rotational
codes were extended for curvilinear coordinates and
were already described in previous documents. 21, 25 symmetry of a quasi-neutral plasma flow, no electrodes

surface processes and boundary layer effects are in-

Numerical parameter studies with a model considering cluded, and electron and heavy particles energy are

the single ionization only have already shown that the linked only by elastic transfer. An additional assump-

calculated results correspond very well with experimen- tion is the input of the ohmic heating in the electron

tal results for moderate parameter values which con- energy equation, due to the higher mobility of the elec-

sider only single ionization in an ideal gas flow in the trons. The transfer of this heat to the heavy particles

discharge area of an MPD thruster.' 6 Calculations with is contained in the compensation between the electron

higher current levels, however, differ more from experi- and the heavy particles temperature.
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2.1 Discharge Code zi stands for the charge number. For Qe,, being the
cross section between electrons and atoms in equation 5

The current distribution within a self-field MPD the Ramsauer cross section is used. 30 From these equa-
thruster is assumed to be two-dimensional, and no az- tions it is obviously that high ionization levels have a
imuthal current is to be expected. In order to calculate strong effect on the electric conductivity.
the current distribution of such an arc discharge, a two-
dimensional computer code has been developed. The
basic equation for the discharge is the extended Ohm's 2.1.1 Ionization of an Argon Plasma
law for plasmas:

Due to the higher mobility of the electrons, the ioniza-
J= (E + F x B w) - ere ( x ) - 3Vp (1) tion of the argon plasma in MPD thrusters is dominated

B by the electron temperature. The Saha equation results

Here a is the electric conductivity, we the electron in the equation for the different ionization levels.

cyclotronfrequency and Te the electron collision time. ni+ gi+ (2rmekTe) 3/ 2 e (
Rewriting the Ohm's law by means of the Maxwell's ne- = e  (6)

equations for steady state conditions, one obtains a vec-
tor equation for the magnetic induction field B in the Here n, is the number density of the electrons, ni the

form number densities of the heavy particles, gi the weighting
factor taking into account the degenerated states and

0 = -(V x (1V x B) - (V ( x )) i the ionization energy of the ionization level i.

0 VFor small thermal non-equilibrium values Veis 3 2 modi-1
+-(V x (/3(V x B) x B)) - V3Vpe (2) fled the Saha equation to:
P0

with ne (n gi+ 12 (2mkT) 3 / 2  (7)
wr 1 nig =h

= =(3)
SBe en, here Te is the electron and Th is the heavy particles

temperature for all heavy particles.
The equation (2) yields with a stream function I = rB temperature for all heavy particles.

the elliptical, partial differential equation of 2nd order With the sum of the partial pressures of all plasma
components as the total pressure

82w a'
ar 2 + az2  P = n, kT, , (8)
a* (1 18o u* 8- + + PoVr
r a 9r r O z the neutrality of charge

a9 1 9a +a90 2aQ O, n. i _ n.
- +  - - + 2 'I' v, (4) -yozi, (9)
az a 8z r Or r2

(- 9r + V Vr\ and either the Saha equation 6 or the modified Saha
S \ r 9z -r equation 7 by Veis, considering the higher ionization

( 0 O pe a p a \ modes up to the sixth ionization level, a seventh order
+ apor 9r z z 9r ) = 0 polynom for the electron density is determined. For

the transition between both calculations of the electron
The function lk(r, z) = const now represents a current density a sin2 -function is chosen. In equation 8 T,
contour line, since B = Be is proportional to l), represents the electron temperature Te and the heavy
where I(r) is the electric current carried through the particles temperature Th.
cross sectional area wr 2 .cross sectional area 2 . The equation for the electron density is solved by a
The electric conductivity of a plasma is determined Newton iteration. With this electron density the other
by 28 : partial densities like the argon atoms and the different

3 7=e nn (5) ions are determined.

8 2 Ege) nQevme^ek8 2 (e)nQeVm LkTe, For an equilibrium temperature (Th = Te = T) up to
Here me, is the reduced mass and Te,, the reduced tem- 80 kK and a constant pressure of 100 mbar in Fig. 2,
perature. With respect to the different ionized levels a typical concentration distribution with respect to the
the Gvosdover cross sections follows by 29 : sum of heavy particles is presented. With the model

developed here it is obvious that the ionization distri-
Q - 4zike2  In 144 2 T3k bution for typical MPD conditions is determined up to

4 4rncokTe nee 6 (z2 (zi + 1)) a temperature of nearly 80 kK.
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5 and the thermal conductivity:

p = 100 mbar
Ae = nkT (12)e- 8 V2 ,(=) n,QejvrmekTev

- - AVII
- - AVI In the sum of this conductivity equation v also includes

- - AIV the electron component. For v = e the collision cross

- - AIII section Qee can be set equal to the Gvosdover cross
- - - All section2 9 . If Q,, be the cross section between the elec-

Al trons and ions, the Gvosdover cross section is used with

S,3 respect to the different ionization levels; and for Q,, be-
ing the cross section between electrons and atoms the
Ramsauer cross section is used. 30

2 With respect to the rotational symmetry, equation 10
results in the following elliptical, partial differential
equation of 2nd order:

1 / .- - - . |- 9T e aTeT
Ae a2 +Xe Z
5 Te 5k aT. 5 k 8 j

C + 2 Ar / 2 e r 2 e Or
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80

T EkK3 5 a +Te 5k8T,. 5k j
+ IA+ + T. (13)

Fig. 2: Concentrations of an argon plasma. 2 z 2 e  z  2 e 8z

+ T, + 5 TJ + n k T, +au
2.2 Electron Energy Equation r ar 2 er r re Br -z

J an,
The electron temperature has a strong effect on the + - nvneear(Te - Tr) - ei = 0

electrical and thermal conductivity and on the elec-

tron density, which again influences the discharge pat- Here jr and jz are the current densities in the cylindri-
tern. Therefore, a two-dimensional code for the electron cal r- and z-directions.
temperature distribution, corresponding to the two-
dimensional discharge code, was written. The electron
temperature distribution is determined by the energy 2.3 Flow Field Code

equation for the electron component of the plasma.
For the description of the two-dimensional, axisymmet-

V(AeVTe) + -jVTe + peV - = ric flow, the following nonlinear hyperbolic system of
2 e differential equations with cylindrical coordinates is ap-

_2 n 1 plied:
- nna,, (Te - Th) -- i a (10) plied:

va a a aR s
The subscript v represents the heavy particles. The a q +- F(q) + r G(q) = + ( + H (14)

first term on the left hand side represents the conduc-
tive heat flux in the electron gas, and the second term The terms on the left hand side are taken in the usual

gives the convective heat flux of the electron gas due fluid dynamic manner, where q is the independent vari-

to the electron drift. The energy input due to ohmic ables vector and F and G are the spatial derivatives

heating is represented by the first term on the right vectors.2 The first two terms on the right hand side

hand side. The sum of losses due to the energy trans- are the dissipative derivatives. For the impulse equa-

fer from the electron gas to the heavy particles gas is tions C represent here the viscosity coefficient p, which

calculated by the second term on the right hand side. is given by:

The reaction losses are given by the last term, where i 3 mnlkT,
is given by Unsold.31 The heat transfer coefficient ae, p = 8 ) n,,II (15)
and the thermal conductivity Ae depend on the electron 8 2 Q I() nvQiv mikT

temperature 28, 33, where the heat transfer coefficient is
Since the temperatures of the heavy particles are equal,

8 - k T = T, = Th and m,, is the reduced mass for 1, v as
a e = Qe" me + m (11) heavy particles subscripts. For the energy equation C

4
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represents in the dissipative terms the heat conductivity 5
coefficient A.

15 nk2Tn 4 p = 100 mbar
A n1  (16)8 V2 " Z(=,) -vQIr,,/m kT,

The transport coefficients are derived in a similar man-
ner as in 34 and more detailed derivations for the coef- Kl
ficients are described in 28. The cross sections Qi, for 2
all coefficients are taken from the references 29, 30

The source vector H is given to: 1

0

H= J's e (17) 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40
j( Be T EkK3

.. "n,,as,(T-Te)
Fig. 3: Specific heat ratio of an argon plasma.

The terms in the impulse equations represent the j x B
forces. The transfer of Joule's heat is contained in the
temperature compensation between the electron and 2.4 Transformation in Curvilinear Coordinates
the heavy particles temperature, which is represented
by the source term in the equation of energy conserva- In order to adapt the calculation model geometry to
tion. that of the cylindrical MPD thruster ZT3 shown in

Fig. 5 and to permit the calculation of more compli-
cated nozzle type thruster geometries, it is necessary to

2.3.1 Real Gas Effects transform a distorted curvilinear physical domain into
a rectengular computational domain which has a regu-

Drellishak et. al. 26 calculated the variable ratio of spe- lar uniform mesh. So, standard, unweighted differenc-
cific heats K derived from the partition functions for an ing schemes can be used in the numerical formulation.
argon plasma (see Fig. 3). By inspecting the Navier- Therfore all differential equations will be transformed
Stokes equations it is obvious that the ratio of specific from cylindrical to general curvilinear coordinates.
heats occurs only in the energy equation.

ae Physical Domain
e +V((e,+p)g) = V(fv)+VAVT+H (18) 150

The index K indicates that the specific energy is a func- 120 Insul
tion also of K, being a variable depending on p and p In u or

p 2  E 90
e - + p- (19)

S1 60
Next, another specific energy is defined with a constant I ns ula o

ratio of specific heats y = const., 30
p f2

e, = + pt  (20) 0'- 1 2 0 30 60 90 120 150 180 210 240 270
z [mm]

The difference of both specific energies is then

Q = e - e = 1  1 ) (21) Computational Domain

Replacing e, by e, = e, + Q, the calculated energy 7
equation reads then

e Q+V((e+p))+V( = ()+VAVT+H 1 13 25 37 4
9 61 73

9M at (22)4 = A = 1
(22)

Since only the steady state is of interest the partial time Fig. 4: Scheme of the transformation.
derivation OQ/ai would be neglected. Due to this im-
plementation of the real gas effects, the Riemann solver
for the flow field need not be changed since y is con- =  (r, z)
stant. = qi(r, z)

5
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The transformation are chosen such that the grid spac- are the discharge, the electron energy equation and the
ing in the curvilinear space is uniform and of unit length heavy particles flow field code. The high enthalpy flow
(see Fig. 4). The original cylindrical space will be re- solver HEFLOS is used in this paper for a cylindrical

ferred to as the physical domain. There is a one to one configuration of an MPD accelerator. The MPD flow is

correspondence between a physical point in space and a calculated in general curvilinear coordinates, so, a good

computational point. By means of this construction a adjustment to different geometries is possible.
computational code can be produced for a wide variety T t

f sic g The three codes are connected iteratively in the fol-
of physical geometries.

lowing manner: for a given flow field and an electron
temperature distribution, the current, and hence the

2.5 Boundary Conditions magnetic field distribution, was determined. With the
ohmic heating, as a result of the current distribution,

The proper boundary conditions for the discharge equa- an electron energy calculation follows and determines
tion follow from the geometry of the thruster walls and a new electron temperature distribution. With these
electrodes. At the insulator inside the thruster and at results the flow field equations were integrated. In the
the inflow boundary I is set to - -I. For the elec- next time step, this new flow field and the new elec-
trodes the electric field is assumed to be normal to the tron temperature distribution were taken to calculate
surfaces E(*) - t= 0. In accordance with the curvilin- the new electromagnetic field distribution, and so on.
ear grid, where the ir coordinates are perpendicular to

the electrodes, it is equal to E = 0, and it follows: The nonlinear, elliptical, partial differential equations
S1 for the discharge (4) and the electron energy (13) are

S, ( - Go 7) + - (,r - 7z) + solved with a finite difference method. The discretiza-
0 [7 R tion yields a nonlinear equation which is iteratively

' /? ( V() = 0 (23) solved with a modified Gauss-Seidel algorithm. The
( R+ nonlinear, hyperbolic, partial differential equations for

At the other boundary sections and at the symmetry the flow field (14) are solved with the finite volume

axis t is set to 0. solver NSFLEX.2 7 36 Here this code was modified for
a non-equilibrium state and for the electromagnetic

At the outflow boundary T, is set to a value in accor- source terms interaction. The subsystem NSFLEX uses
dance with measurements35 . The solid bodies of the a Godunov upwinding scheme for the flux discretiza-
thruster are treated as thermal insulators. Therefore tion. With the Newton method an implicit formulation
the boudary condition inside the thruster is given by is achieved, and the relaxation is done by a point Gauss-
VTe - i = 0, where ii is the normal vector of the sur- Seidel procedure.
faces. Due to the axial symmetry, - T = 0 on the axis.
At the inflow boundary Te is set to a constant value of All equations used for the iteratively solved high en-

7000 K in accordance with the measurements. thalpy flow are coupled completely by corresponding
source terms which correlate the different physical pro-

For the flow field equations all values at the inflow cesses and their corresponding conservation equations
boundary are determined from cold gas measurements to one another. The fact that the conservation equa-
and are fixed during the complete calculation. The out- tions are solved by three individual solution procedures
flow boundary is considered as a free stream boundary does not reduce the coupling intensity among the differ-
and either the independent flow variables are complete ent equations, it represents only a solution and modular
extrapolated for the case of supersonic conditions or program developing strategy. These individual solution
the inner energy e is calculated with the other extrapo- procedures enable an easy implementation of different
lated independent variables and a given pressure for the physical processes and a faster and more exact calcula-
case of subsonic conditions. For all other boundaries, tion for several processes. However, a faster calculation
the solid body and symmetry axis, a no flux condition is possible, since not all processes need extensive calcu-
through the boundary is taken. This is done by an ex- lation procedures, or the calculation step size need not
trapolation of the density and inner energy, Vp - i = 0 be reduced for the required value of the slowest conser-
and Ve, - n = 0, a reflection of the tangential velocity vation equation. With an individual procedure the cal-
and putting the normal velocity to be zero, v - i = 0. culation and the boundary conditions can be adjusted

more exactly for various problems.

3 Outline of the Computational Method

4 Discussion of Results
For the calculation of the self-field MPD flow, a modu-
lar program system was developed which connects three The next figures show results for the cylindrical MPD

different physical fields to one another. The three pro- thruster geometry ZT3-IRS (see Fig. 5). The grid used

gram system parts described in the previous sections for the calculation is shown in Fig. 4 as the physical

6
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domain. In this figure only every second point in both 1
directions is shown. The calculation grid is also ex- sslUWU 51.3

MINIMUM: .2 k
tended in the outflow direction up to z=360mm at the 120 SPACING: 2.0 K I
symmetry axis. So, the total number contains 153 x 27nsuaor
grid points. The grid was created numerically, and the E 90
distortion of the grid is almost less than 1.04. The flow E
inlet boundary conditions were iterated to coincide with 60  Anode
an experimentally obtained cold gas thrust of 1 N at a Iulto
mass flow rate of 2 g/s. 0

insulation 0
n 0 30 60 90 120 150 180 21C 240 270 300

z [mm]
gas-inlet anode 150 MAXIuuM 54.3 kK

segments MINIMUM: 7.0 kK
SPACING: 2.0 k

SInsulator

E go

- -cathode------
60
L Insulator Anode

30

gas-inlet watercooled 0 30 60 90 120 150 180 210 240 270 300

neutral segments z [mm]

Fig. 7: Heavy particles (top) and electron (bottom)
Fig. 5: Cylindrical MPD thruster ZT3-IRS. temperature contours for 10 kA.

For a given current of 10 kA the computation yields the The pressure map (Fig. 8) demonstrates the expansion
current density distribution as illustrated in Fig. 6. The flow with the flow described in section 2.3, in which the
calculated current contour distribution corresponds relatively low pinch effect was taken into account.
with the current contour distribution at a continuing
mode if the cathode is hot glowing and is emitting elec- 150 MXIMuuM .59E+o
trons thermionically along its complete length. MINIMUM: .47E-03

120 SPACING: .20E+00
Insulator

150 MAXIMUM: .20E-02 E 90
MINIMUM: .OOE+00 E

120 SPACING: .O10E-03

60 Aoode

E so 30

r 0 30 60 90 120 150 180 210 240 270 300
so0 z [mm]

0 oFig. 8: Pressure distribution.
0 30 60 90 120 150 180 210 240 270 300

z [mm] The velocity distribution corresponding to the temper-
. atures and density distribution is shown in Fig. 9 as a

Fig. 6: Calculated current contour lines for 10 kA. .vector graph. It shows a high increase from the inflow
boundary downstream. The radial velocity components

The heavy particle (top) and the electron tempera- inside the channel are quite small, what is also an indi-
ture distribution (bottom) within and outside the ZT3 cation for a relatively low pinch effect there.
thruster is shown in Fig. 7 for a given current of 10 kA.
The maximum temperature value of the heavy particles The calculated thrust is shown in Fig. 10. The marked
occurs at the tip of the cathode on the symmetry axis. points are the calculated values, and they are linked
The maximum electron temperature value occurs also together with the given cold gas thrust of 1 N for 0 kA.
at the tip of the cathode, but there is also a week in- The dash line represents in this figure the magnetic
crease of the electron temperature at the beginning of thrust 3 7  - n(1 + !). The effective anode radius
the anode.
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